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A System to Filter Unwanted Messages from OSN User Walls 
along with Opinion Mining 

Ms. Priyanka Thote & Ms.Priyanka Gahane 
Abstract: 

In the recent years, Online Social Network(OSN) has become one way for the entertainment 

specially for the youngsters. Most of the people use it and its graph is growing day-by-day. The OSN 

help people to stay connected with each other, share information, views and experience with others. 

But they doesn’t provide us to have control on our messages that will be post from us and posting of 

such messages annoys other. A system called Machine Learning is introduced which help to filter the 

undesirable messages. This system can’t work with images as number of different images can be 

form. The aim of the present work is to filter the undesirable messages with the help of automated 

system called Filter Wall. Also the views are shared among the people, so  , with the help of opinion 

mining impact of the category or subject on the people can be easily known. With the help of the 

datasets that are already that are fed to the system Positive , Negative and Neutral views can be 

computed. 

 Keywords-Online Social Network; Machine Learning; Filter Wall; Opinion Mining. 

Introduction : 

An interactive medium to share , communicate considerable amount of human life resources 

is OSN. Several type of text , audio ,video and other type of data is shared through it.Online Social 

Network is the platform to build social networks and relations among people.In each social network 

service each user have its own profile i.e a personal space,social links and many additional 

services.As it is the web based service each user can create their own profile and can also create the 

list of persons to which user want to connect. But , now-a-days , it is observed that people make 

abusive comments on the post. They have no control over their comments which they are going to 

post .In order to avoid this, information filtering can be used .The private area of the user on which 

posting and commenting is done known as Walls. Because of information filtering, user  will have 

control over the messages and filtering of unwanted messages would be carried out.Today’s OSN 

provide us with the very little support to prevent unwanted messages on user walls. For example, 

Facebook , provides to view our profiles only by the friends , friends of friends etc and only they can 

post messages on user wall. Filtered Wall is use to filter unwanted messages from OSN user walls 

.Machine Learning text categorization technique is used here to categorize the word according to the 

dataset of word that is fed to the system.These datasets are the Blacklists that is temporarily used to 

prevent posting of unwanted messages on user walls.It is also observed that , people post images , 

videos or audios which comes or belong to the particular category. Others make comments or post 

opinions on it. Because of these opinions reviews of people come to know easily but it is difficult to 

know whether they are showing Positive , Negative or Neutral impact . So, here the concept of 

Opinion mining is introduced ,which shows the result in the form of pie chart and one can easily 

predict the result from it. 
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Fig 1 : OSN General Architecture 

 

Opinion Mining: 

Opinion mining refers to computational 

techniques for analyzing the opinions that are 

extracted from various sources. Current 

opinion research focuses on business and e-

commerce such as product reviews and movie 

ratings.Opinion target, opinion holder and 

opinion are the definitions used to extracting 

opinions from different online sources.  

An opinion can be expressed in two 

types. 1. Direct opinion, 2.Comparative 

opinion. All the opinions are stored in a 

document.  

Following are the steps to extracting the 

opinions. 

 Identify the objects. 

 Feature extraction and synonym 

grouping. 

 Opinion orientation determination. 

 Integration 

Coming of Web and online networking 

content has much fervor and made 
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inexhaustible open doors for comprehension the 

conclusions of the overall population and 

customers toward get-togethers, political 

developments, organization procedures, 

promoting effort, and item inclinations. 

Numerous new and energizing social, geo 

political, and business-related examination 

inquiries can be replied by breaking down the 

thousands, even millions, of remarks and 

reactions communicated in different web 

journals , discussions, (for example, Yahoo 

Forums), social networking and interpersonal 

organization destinations and tweets 

(Twitter).Opinion mining, a sub discipline 

inside of information mining and computational 

phonetics, alludes to the computational methods 

for separating, ordering, understanding, and 

evaluating the feelings communicated in 

different online news sources, online 

networking remarks, and other client created 

content. Notion investigation is regularly 

utilized as a part of assessment mining to 

distinguish notion, influence, subjectivity, and 

other passionate states in online content. 

EXPECTED OUTCOME  

 Popularity Graphs  

 Positive and negative and neutral 

opining mining  

 Product review summary 

The points secured incorporate how to 

concentrate supposition, feeling, influence, and 

subjectivity communicated in content. Analysts 

have possessed the capacity to characterize 

content sections in view of supposition, 

influence, and subjectivity by examining 

positive or negative assessment communicated 

in sentences, the level of brutality 

communicated in discussion messages etc. 

There are as yet encouraging new bearings for 

creating and new supposition mining research. 

For instance, much past and ebb and flow 

conclusion mining research has concentrated 

on English, Chinese, Arabic and a few 

European dialects. Propelled methods have 

been created particularly for English. The vast 

measure of general suppositions communicated 

by residents in various parts of the world, new, 

versatile conclusion mining and notion 

investigation assets and strategies should be 

created for different dialects. Future work in 

multilingual supposition mining will require 

bootstrapping procedures for breaking down 

dark and lesser-known dialects for brisk 

circumstance evaluation. Structures and 

strategies for coordinating conclusions and 

feelings communicated with other 

computational representations like item 

elements extricated from client produced 

content, member answer systems, spikes and 

flare-ups of thoughts or occasions are 

additionally fundamentally required. A great 

part of the momentum assessment mining 

research has concentrated on business and e-

trade applications, for example, item surveys 

and film evaluations.  

 
Fig 2 : General view of Opinion Mining 

Existing System : 

Undoubtedly, Today OSNs give next to no 

backing to forestall undesirable messages on 

client dividers. For instance, Face book permits 

clients to state why should permitted embed 

messages in their walls(i.e., companions, 

companions of companions, or characterized 

gatherings of companions). In any case, no 
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substance based inclinations are bolstered and 

along these lines it is unrealistic to anticipate 

undesired mes, for example, political or 

indecent ones, regardless of who posts them.  

1.Online system encourages its clients to 

embed message on divider ,yet no substance 

inclinations, for example, manhandling or 

hostile can be proposed and hence can't be 

averted.  

2.Many person to person communication 

destinations bolster boycotting of clients. For 

instance, obstructing a client on Facebook , one 

can indicate such client by name however no 

framework caution on the premise of 

successive negative messages seen to divider 

proprietor.  

3. A record unblock is impossible even after 

client earlier asking for which will inspire 

client to go for new record creation , results 

into the intermediary accounts.  

4. Despite the fact that the interpersonal 

organizations today, have the confinements on 

the client who can post and remark and on any 

client divider , they don't have any limitation 

on what they post.so a few individuals will 

utilize the revolting and disgusting words on 

remarking the client post. 

Nature of Work : 

Machine learning (ML) is utilized as content 

classification procedures to consequently 

appoint every short instant message with in an 

arrangement of classifications in light of its 

substance. The real endeavors in building a 

powerful Short Text Classifier (STC) amass in 

the extraction and determination of a set 

describing and separating highlights. Here, a 

database of the ordered words is fabricated and 

it is utilized to check the words in the event 

that it has any disgusting words. On the off 

chance that the message comprises of any 

disgusting words, then they will be sent to the 

Blacklists to sift through those words from the  

message. At long last, the message without the 

foul words will be posted in the client's divider 

on the consequence of thecontent-based-sifting 

system. 

 

Advantages of Proposed System: 

1. Framework naturally channels 

undesirable messages utilizing the boycott on 

the premise of both message substance and the 

message maker relationship and attributes.  

2. Significant contrast incorporate , an 

alternate semantics for separating standards to 

better fit the considered space to offer the 

clients some assistance with filtering guideline 

determination , the expansion of the 

arrangement of elements considered in the 

characterization process.  

3. As studies demonstrate that digital 

tormenting can happen because of undesired 

post of content and pictures ,so The rationale of 

proposed framework is to assemble a robotized 

framework to channel undesirable messages 

from OSN client divider. Empower clients to 

have a control on the messages posted on their 

dividers. Pictures will likewise be separated 

however by client just.  

4.Impact of a specific post can likewise 

be known by the audits whose outcomes will 

be broke down by Opinion Mining.  

5.Before obstructing any one record no 

less than a few cautioning messages will be 

given and if the record is piece then message 

will be send to client's mail. 

METHODOLOGY : 

Naive-Bayes Classification Algorithm 

The Bayesian Classification speaks to a 

managed learning technique and in addition a 

measurable system for order. Expect a basic 

probabilistic model and it permits us to catch 

instability about the model principledly by 

deciding probabilities of the results. It can take 

care of symptomatic and prescient issues. This 
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Classification is named after Thomas Bayes ( 

1702-1761), who proposed the Bayes 

Hypothesis. Bayesian characterization gives 

useful learning calculations and earlier 

information and watched information can be 

consolidated. Bayesian Classification gives a 

helpful point of view to comprehension and 

assessing numerous learning calculations. It 

ascertains express probabilities for theory and 

it is vigorous to clamor in information. 

 

Uses of Naive Bayes classification: 

1. Naive Bayes text classification 

2. Spam filtering 

3. Hybrid Recommender System Using Naive 

Bayes Classifier and Collaborative        

Filtering 

4. Online applications 

                                               
Fig: Sentimental Analysis 

 

CONCLUSION : 

Through our venture we will be assembling 

surveys or conclusions from people.The audits 

will be as information for us on which Naïve 

bayesian calculation get apply and assessment 

mining is done alongside content classification 

appear as a Filteration of undesirable messages 

in future. 
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